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task force 
recommendations

During the 1/26 Task Force meeting, members identified an initial set of recommendations for the 
study via a Jamboard. Between Feb 3 - Feb 9, Task Force members worked in small working groups 
(below quorum) to identify additional recommendations and prioritize new and existing ideas. This 
deck summarizes all the recommendations that Task Force members generated and indicates which 
recommendations each group prioritized so far. 

Recommendations criteria: 
During the 1/26 meeting, members also agreed upon a set of criteria for evaluating 
recommendations. Members applied the agreed-upon criteria to the prioritized 
recommendations from each small group in a survey. 



draft prioritized
recommendations
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structural changes*
Increase and prioritize self-enforcing 
infrastructure investments (without 
increasing surveillance) in high-injury network 
corridors, low-income communities, and 
communities of color. (G1, G2, G3)**

*Some recommendations have been consolidated to reflect feedback across working sessions. A full list of Task Force recommendations is at the end of this deck. 
**Group numbers in parentheses indicate the session(s) in which members prioritized each recommendation. 
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reducing disparities & stops
Stop the stops. (i.e. stop interactions between 
enforcement entities and drivers altogether) 
(G2, G3)

Eliminate enforcement of low-level traffic 
violations by police. (G2)

Review local traffic enforcement ordinances 
to determine their efficacy at improving safety 
outcomes. (G2)

*Some recommendations have been consolidated to reflect feedback across working sessions. A full list of Task Force recommendations is at the end of this deck. 
**Group numbers in parentheses indicate the session(s) in which members prioritized each recommendation. 
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improvements to experience 
& outcomes

Identify alternative approaches to fees for 
moving and non-moving violations (e.g. repair 
vouchers) that foster increased safety. (G1, 
G2, G3)

Use unarmed civilians rather than police for 
traffic enforcement. (G1, G3)

*Some recommendations have been consolidated to reflect feedback across working sessions. A full list of Task Force recommendations is at the end of this deck. 
**Group numbers in parentheses indicate the session(s) in which members prioritized each recommendation. 
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improvements to experience 
& outcomes

Build non-police first responder teams whose 
mission is traffic and road safety, not criminal 
law enforcement. These should be 
care-centered first responders, including 
mobile behavioral health crisis response 
teams comprised of medical professionals 
and behavioral health providers. (G3)

Consider the Mayor's proposed Office of 
Community Safety as a potential home for a 
proactive repair voucher program. (G2)

*Some recommendations have been consolidated to reflect feedback across working sessions. A full list of Task Force recommendations is at the end of this deck. 
**Group numbers in parentheses indicate the session(s) in which members prioritized each recommendation. 
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improvements to experience 
& outcomes

Eliminate the use of lethal and less-lethal 
weapons during traffic stops. (G3)

Hold officers accountable for excessive use 
of force. (G1)

*Some recommendations have been consolidated to reflect feedback across working sessions. A full list of Task Force recommendations is at the end of this deck. 
**Group numbers in parentheses indicate the session(s) in which members prioritized each recommendation. 
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improvements to experience 
& outcomes

Increase funding for and availability of mental 
health professionals who partner with LAPD 
to respond to emergency calls. (G1)

Provide funding for traffic safety training for 
Vision Zero staff, rather than LAPD, to avoid 
allocating additional funds to LAPD. (G3)

*Some recommendations have been consolidated to reflect feedback across working sessions. A full list of Task Force recommendations is at the end of this deck. 
**Group numbers in parentheses indicate the session(s) in which members prioritized each recommendation. 
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holistic approach

Help people meet their basic needs. (G2)

Implement policies and conduct additional 
research to encourage travel mode-shifts 
away from cars and to make other modes (i.e. 
active transportation, public transit) more 
competitive. (G3)

*Some recommendations have been consolidated to reflect feedback across working sessions. A full list of Task Force recommendations is at the end of this deck. 
**Group numbers in parentheses indicate the session(s) in which members prioritized each recommendation. 
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project next steps

Provide more opportunities for authentic, 
robust community engagement and listening 
sessions and ensure that there is community 
buy-in for this report's recommendations. (G1, 
G3)

*Some recommendations have been consolidated to reflect feedback across working sessions. A full list of Task Force recommendations is at the end of this deck. 
**Group numbers in parentheses indicate the session(s) in which members prioritized each recommendation. 
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areas for further discussion

how should the report frame the following 
three recommendations alongside one 
another?

The Goal: Stop the stops. (i.e. stop 
interactions between enforcement entities 
and drivers altogether)

Interim Measure? Eliminate enforcement 
of low-level traffic violations by police.

Interim Measure? Use unarmed civilians 
rather than police for traffic enforcement. 

how should the report frame the following 
two recommendations alongside one 
another?

The Goal: Build non-police first responder 
teams whose mission is traffic and road 
safety, not criminal law enforcement. 
These should be care-centered first 
responders, including mobile behavioral 
health crisis response teams comprised of 
medical professionals and behavioral 
health providers. 

Interim Measure? Increase funding for and 
availability of mental health professionals 
who partner with LAPD to respond to 
emergency calls. 
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areas for further discussion

should this recommendation call out the 
creation of a new department?

Use unarmed civilians rather than police 
for traffic enforcement. 

should this recommendation include the 
phrase “without increasing surveillance”?

Increase and prioritize self-enforcing 
infrastructure investments (without 
increasing surveillance) in high-injury 
network corridors, low-income 
communities, and communities of color.
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criteria exercise
IMPACT: Does this recommendation have a 
positive impact on populations most affected by 
policing?

FIT/FEASIBILITY: Can the City of Los Angeles 
realistically carry out this recommendation?

MOVEMENT ALIGNMENT: Does this align with 
the recommendations for non-police traffic safety 
alternatives put forward by LA groups advocating 
for social, racial, and economic justice?

RACIAL EQUITY: Does this recommendation 
reduce racial disparities in outcomes?
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prioritized recommendations*
structural changes
Increase and prioritize self-enforcing infrastructure investments 
(without increasing surveillance) in high-injury network corridors, 
low-income communities, and communities of color. (G1, G2, 
G3)**

reducing disparities & stops
Stop the stops. (i.e. stop interactions between enforcement 
entities and drivers altogether) (G2, G3)

Eliminate enforcement of low-level traffic violations by police. 
(G2)

Review local traffic enforcement ordinances to determine their 
efficacy at improving safety outcomes. (G2)

*Some recommendations have been consolidated to reflect feedback across working sessions. A full list of Task Force recommendations is at the end of this deck. 
**Group numbers in parentheses indicate the session(s) in which members prioritized each recommendation. 

improvements to experience & 
outcomes
Identify alternative approaches to fees for moving and 
non-moving violations (e.g. repair vouchers) that foster 
increased safety. (G1, G2, G3)

Use unarmed civilians rather than police for traffic enforcement. 
(G1, G3)

Build non-police first responder teams whose mission is traffic 
and road safety, not criminal law enforcement. These should be 
care-centered first responders, including mobile behavioral 
health crisis response teams comprised of medical 
professionals and behavioral health providers. (G3)

Consider the Mayor's proposed Office of Community Safety as a 
potential home for a proactive repair voucher program. (G2)
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prioritized recommendations*
improvements to experience & 
outcomes
Eliminate the use of lethal and less-lethal weapons during traffic 
stops. (G3)**

Hold officers accountable for excessive use of force. (G1)

Increase funding for and availability of mental health 
professionals who partner with LAPD to respond to emergency 
calls. (G1)

Provide funding for traffic safety training for Vision Zero staff, 
rather than LAPD, to avoid allocating additional funds to LAPD. 
(G3)

holistic approach
Help people meet their basic needs. (G2)

Implement policies and conduct additional research to 
encourage travel mode-shifts away from cars and to make other 
modes (i.e. active transportation, public transit) more 
competitive. (G3)

project next steps
Provide more opportunities for authentic, robust community 
engagement and listening sessions and ensure that there is 
community buy-in for this report's recommendations. (G1, G3)

*Some recommendations have been consolidated to reflect feedback across working sessions. A full list of Task Force recommendations is at the end of this deck. 
**Group numbers in parentheses indicate the session(s) in which members prioritized each recommendation. 
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all recommendations*
1/26 task force meeting
Align other policies (i.e. related to housing, commute patterns) 
with traffic safety goals. 

Annual vehicle inspections to reduce equipment-related stops. 

Collect anonymous feedback from citizens after traffic stops. 

Collect better, more up-to-date demographic information to 
educate LAPD and City on diversity of communities. 

Create a new department for civilian enforcement. 
(PRIORITIZED)

Educate motorists about the risks of driving to encourage 
behavior change. 

1/26 task force meeting
Eliminate enforcement and/or decriminalize these activities. 
(PRIORITIZED)

Eliminate the use of lethal and less-lethal weapons during traffic 
stops. (PRIORITIZED)

Ensure that there is community buy-in for any report 
recommendations. (PRIORITIZED)

Follow through on existing infrastructure plans, such as the 
Mobility Plan.

Help people meet their basic needs to alleviate need for 
enforcement. (PRIORITIZED)

*The following recommendations were collected during the 1/26 Task Force meeting and the three Task Force working sessions on Feb 3, Feb 6, and Feb 9. The date or 
group number indicates the session in which member(s) raised this recommendation.
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all recommendations*
1/26 task force meeting
Hold officers accountable for excessive use of force, how they 
engage citizens, and how they utilize bodycams. (PRIORITIZED)

Identify alternative approaches to fees for moving and 
non-moving violations that foster increased safety (e.g. repair 
vouchers). (PRIORITIZED)

Increase/improve officer training (i.e. related to implicit bias, 
interactions with communities, and impact of stops) and require 
test.

Invest more in roadway improvements. (PRIORITIZED)

Lobby the state to reduce the speed that cars can physically 
drive.

Prevent City Council members from blocking traffic safety 
improvements.

Provide information on what to expect during a traffic stop in the 
DMV handbook.

1/26 task force meeting
Review local enforcement ordinances and determine efficacy for 
improving safety outcomes. (PRIORITIZED)

Streamline the process for implementing safety improvements 
by consolidating City departments.

Transfer enforcement of non-moving violations to parking 
attendants. (PRIORITIZED)

group 1
Add dedicated infrastructure to protect non-driving road users 
and promote other transportation modes.

Address officer misconduct that results in changed behavior or 
fewer interactions with communities. 

Alleviate procedures/behaviors/ infrastructures that contribute 
to traffic danger.

*The following recommendations were collected during the 1/26 Task Force meeting and the three Task Force working sessions on Feb 3, Feb 6, and Feb 9. The date or 
group number indicates the session in which member(s) raised this recommendation.
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all recommendations*
group 1
Alternatives to fines.

Camera speed enforcement in high density areas + school 
zones (AB43).

Community listening sessions. (PRIORITIZED)

Create opportunities for officers to engage with and learn from 
communities.

Further advance policy changes to target highest risk moving 
violations.

Increasing funding/availability of mental health professionals 
partnering with LAPD to respond to calls. (PRIORITIZED)

More civilian enforcement (as opposed to police enforcement). 
(PRIORITIZED)

1/26 task force meeting
More crossing guards in more places.

More safety infrastructure: Speed limit signs, reflectors, traffic 
signal synchronization. (PRIORITIZED)

Provide extensive police training on de-escalation, 
discriminatory bias, fragile masculinity and systemic 
understanding of traffic safety issues.

Reconsider the allocation of stops from call for service 
approach towards high-injury network corridors.

Reduce time needed for infrastructure 
approvals/implementation.

Regularly convene community meetings to dialogue about the 
effects of police stops.

Self-enforcing streets as a means of prevention. (PRIORITIZED)

*The following recommendations were collected during the 1/26 Task Force meeting and the three Task Force working sessions on Feb 3, Feb 6, and Feb 9. The date or 
group number indicates the session in which member(s) raised this recommendation.
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all recommendations*
group 1
Third-party evaluation on effectiveness of future policy changes 
regarding police stops and provide ongoing 
monitoring/reporting to the community.

Use unarmed civilians for enforcement (not necessarily through 
a new department). (PRIORITIZED)

group 2
Discuss/reform police enforcement approach (including tactics) 
in low-income communities and communities of color.

Eliminate enforcement of "low-level" violations by police (e.g. 
Philadelphia example). (PRIORITIZED)

Identify the procedures/training/approach in communities of 
color that results in fatal outcomes.

1/26 task force meeting
Mayor's proposed Office of Community Safety as a home for a 
proactive Repair voucher program. (PRIORITIZED)

Prioritize investments in self-enforcing infrastructure (w/o 
increasing surveillance) in high-injury corridors/communities or 
color/low-income comm. (PRIORITIZED)

Stop police from citing non-moving violations (i.e. parking 
violations).

Stop these interactions altogether ("Stop the stops"). 
(PRIORITIZED)

Transform institutions (rather than working in them) b/c history 
continues to show that these systems don't accomplish 
purported purposes equitably.

Work with the County to create a county-wide, separate line to 
send notice to EMTs and social workers first.

*The following recommendations were collected during the 1/26 Task Force meeting and the three Task Force working sessions on Feb 3, Feb 6, and Feb 9. The date or 
group number indicates the session in which member(s) raised this recommendation.
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all recommendations*
group 3
Allocate training funds toward Vision Zero rather than LAPD. 
(PRIORITIZED)

Build non-police first responder teams (including medical 
professionals) whose mission is traffic and road safety, not 
criminal law enforcement. (PRIORITIZED)

Expand the window of time to apply for a ticket 
diversion/forgiveness program.

Research policy needed to enable car technology to limit the 
speed that cars can drive.

Shift modes (active transportation, public transit) and make 
them competitive with cars. (PRIORITIZED)

*The following recommendations were collected during the 1/26 Task Force meeting and the three Task Force working sessions on Feb 3, Feb 6, and Feb 9. The date or 
group number indicates the session in which member(s) raised this recommendation.
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Takeaway Overlaps 
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TASK FORCE MEETING

FOCUS GROUPS QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 

Drivers and police officers have heightened emotions 
during stops and imbalance of power

A number of actions can happen during the stops and 
after leading to financial or emotional consequences 

Traffic enforcement is observed to be almost non-
existent in some areas of LA compared to others. Stops are heavily concentrated in South LA.

Speeding is a top problem and enforcement does not 
resolve the issue.

Less than one in five traffic stops is for speeding and 
most speeding stops do not result in citations.

Interactions during stops differ depending on the 
neighborhood and perceived class or race of the 
driver.

Racial disparities are present across entire analysis.
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REVISED RECOMMENDATIONS
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TASK FORCE MEETING

STRATEGY CATEGORY TARGET IMPACT
Further advance LAPD procedural policy changes to target highest risk moving 
violations (speeding). Akin to procedure changes for pre-textual stops

Structural changes 
(city agencies) Enforcement High

Prioritize investment of self-enforcing infrastructure on high-injury network corridors.
Structural changes 

(city agencies)
Enforcement and 

Safety High
Use unarmed personnel to conduct moving violation stops for reducing stop actions 
and use of force; determine if there are unarmed field officers at LAPD or consider 
expanding role of traffic control officers who currently control intersections and 
conduct parking enforcement and are unarmed; build upon new models like LA Metro 
ambassadors.

Reducing disparities 
and stops Enforcement High
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TASK FORCE MEETING

STRATEGY CATEGORY TARGET IMPACT
Create or increase accessibility to ticket diversion programs, modify to a progressive fine 
structure based on infractions and income (keeping in mind adminstrative burdens on 
people), consider increasing time to contest

Improvements to 
experience and 

outcomes Financial Medium
Use technology to consistently enforce speeding and unsafe behavior; includes things 
that are currently legal in CA (red light cameras), explore legislative changes for currently 
not-legal state regulations (speeding cameras) and work with state to explore car 
technology options like speed governors in vehicles, even as there are federal 
implications i.e. need for waiver

Reducing disparities 
and stops

Enforcement and 
Safety Medium

Increase funding and use of mobile care response units to assist with crisis situations. 
Have a separate phone line that sends notice to EMTs and social workers first.

Reducing disparities 
and stops Safety Medium

Continue to add dedicated infrastructure to protect non-driving road users and promote 
other transportation modes.

Reducing disparities 
and stops Safety Medium

Engage community partners to hold vehicle repair events (akin to smog test and repair 
events). Other Enforcement Medium

Have a third party evaluate effectiveness of future policy changes regarding police stops. Other Enforcement Medium
LAPD create a program where people receive vouchers to fix equipment issues rather 
than issuing tickets (LightsOn! program) or use “fix-it ticket” approach. Other Financial Medium
Provide training to community members on basic emergency response and care using 
the CERT LA model of community emergency response Other Safety Medium
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TASK FORCE MEETING

STRATEGY CATEGORY TARGET IMPACT

Create opportunities for officers to engage with and learn from communities where 
stops occur frequently through relationship building outside of traffic stops.

Improvements to 
experience and 

outcomes Safety Low

Police training on de-escalation, discriminatory bias, fragile masculinity and systemic 
understanding of traffic safety issues.

Improvements to 
experience and 

outcomes Safety Low
Enhance standard driver awareness of the rights of people walking and cycling; rights to 
ride on streets and sidewalks, road positioning etc.

Reducing disparities 
and stops Safety Low

Create two-way dialogue or training opportunities between LAPD and Vision Zero staff 
and engineers

Structural changes 
(city agencies) Safety Low

Regularly convene community meetings to dialogue about the effects of police stops 
and gather input about how to improve approaches. Other Safety Low



End
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EXPERT INTERVIEWS

Where we are

▪ Reached out to all recommended police departments and task force recommendations

▪ Conducted two interviews:

– UNC as a mini-focus group (3 people)

– Berkeley City Councilmember

▪ Scheduling (in process) one interview with OakDOT
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EXPERT INTERVIEWS

Takeaways from UNC Interview

▪ Recommend looking at traffic safety through an expanded vision zero framework

– Expand vision zero definition to include public health and use of force (no violence or fatalities due to 

police), including fatalities AFTER stops

– Collect better data around real reasons for stops and consequences

▪ Think about the total cost in long term– determine the real value (vs perceived value) of major 

arrests from traffic stops, vs. cost to public health, mental health, trust, etc.

▪ Need to be more holistic– include land use, infrastructure, density of related concerns (such as 

number of alcohol establishments), social factors that affect crime

▪ Need leadership and institutionalized change

– Resistance from internal and external forces

– Non-institutionalized change disappears when leadership changes

▪ Need real accountability and benchmarking
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EXPERT INTERVIEWS

Takeaways from City of Berkeley

▪ Currently addressing pretext stops through ongoing work with Police Dept, BerkDOT, and 

Berkeley Community members

▪ State law has been an obstacle in allowing unarmed traffic enforcement

▪ City wanted to move parking enforcement out of Police Department into BerkDOT but blocked 

by the SEIU which represents parking enforcement officers

– Parking enforcement wanted the connectivity to PD; easier to call for back-up enforcement if 

assistance is needed

– Officers valued the uniform which gave them a sense of authority and trust in the community

▪ Need to connect Police Dept and DOT in their work around traffic safety: connect the 

philosophy of street safety (Vision Zero) with the practice
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Legal Expert Interviews

L a w  O f f i c e  o f  J u l i a n  G r o s s L A D O T  T E S  L e g a l  R e s e a r c h  U p d a t e s
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• Five interviews complete

• Scheduling one more with a local labor law expert

Legal Issues
• CA Vehicle Code: arguable restriction on local enforcement approaches

• Collective Bargaining: depending on recs, may require “effects bargaining” 

during implementation 

• Scanning for other concerns



Questions?
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Law Office of Julian Gross
www.juliangross.net
julian@juliangross.net shajuti@juliangross.net
415-602-2395 919-791-8382


